Next Comp: “This Coming weekend!!!...”
Big river weekend ‘Trout’
Sat. 12\textsuperscript{th} – Sun 13\textsuperscript{th} September
Details of accommodation & facilities, see attached sheet:
There’s plenty of room, So even if you didn’t put your name down you can still come.

They’re here!: Yes! The bomber jackets, polo shirts, etc. have arrived. So pay up, and receive your orders.
‘Remember’ Bomber jackets: $73
Polo shirts & windcheaters: $25

Angler of the Year:
Tony Matthews – 60pts.
Greg Hickling – 20pts.
Terry Kennedy – 15pts.
Rick Boyen – 15pts.
Glenn McGill – 10pts.
Adam Moulday – 7.5pts
Ken Jackson – 2.5pts.

Gropers Gossip
The inaugural annual dinner was a total financial flop! Saved, though, by the raffle, thanks once again T.K.! But other than that it was a great night, and we have learnt, and next year it will be bigger and better with Better food!!! And deposits paid before the night!

Those of you who said twice you were coming, and then didn’t turn up the club had to pay for you which turned a potential profit of around $80 into a loss of over $100 so we have learned a lesson which we don’t want to be repeated. But any way a great time was had by all and the gossip is that the last were thrown out at around 2:00am the next day.
Groper.